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Optimize Retailer Communication with SmartPack+TM

Scan. Pack. Verify.
Eliminate manual EDI entry and revolutionize your retailer
communication with SmartPack+TM. Designed to automate data flows
and verify packing accuracy, SmartPack+ optimizes shipping preptime and streamlines your entire order, invoicing, packing and labeling
process. Enhance predictability and improve visibility all while
generating fewer errors and reducing man hours.

Improved Workflows. Happy Customers.
Direct EDI connection for Inbound
Order Receipts (850/940)
Complete automation of ASN with
carton-level details (856/945)
Integrated Quickbooks Invoicing (810)

ASN Process Automation and 100% Verified Packing


Automatically receive orders through your SPS Commerce
EDI feed




Automatically send ASNs and Invoices without manual entry
Pick, pack, and print retailer compliant UCC and GS1 labels
with carton contents



Verify order completion and packing accuracy

True Automation
Automation starts the moment an inbound order is received until
the moment it ships. From order receipt, ASN automation,
scanning required items, tracking what is already packed, and
creating custom shipping or GS1-128 labels, SmartPack+ helps
you manage the entire lifecycle of a retail purchase.
Order Verification
Eliminate the need to re-check orders over and over. Scan once,
pack once, and verify the entire order in real-time. Guarantee
accuracy every time with alert notifications.
Easy to Use
Step-by-step actions offer a reliable order packing method to help
increase productivity and efficiency of operations. Drive
dependable packing results for all of your customer’s packages by
removing the guess work for your staff.
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Handsfree packing process to
eliminate human error
Create customer specific rules
Custom workflows
Completion tasks
Document creation
Certified Fulfillment Integration
Solution by SPS Commerce and 3PL
Central

3PL Central has helped us improve
our shipping by implementing a scan
pack system, enabling us to create
an assembly line, to increase our
speed, productivity, and efficiency.
Juan Contra
Vice President of Operations, DG Logistics
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